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Hello!

I'm happy to announce the release of beta verion of my first 'from scratch' module XSITEMAP.

It 'was written and tested only on version 2.3.x of XOOPS, there are still adjustments to be
done. (see changelog at the bottom of about page)

I ask you kindly to try it and if you also want to do the translation. Publish the translations here
on the forum.

If you have failures or encounter some buga, write here on the forum (be good, is my first
module).

In the languages folder there are two folders, Italian and English. files within the folder English
are still to be translated (are in Italian now).

The module came with 9 plugin but is very simple made your own plugin.

Download XSITEMAP from HERE

Changelog:
RELEASE:
- Released the first version of the module XSITEMAP BETA.

22/08/2009

TO DO:
- Check the XML functionality and to verify the compatibility with Google Sitemaps.
- With some modules do not see the sublinks.

http://www.takeaweb.it/xoops/XOOPS_xsitemap_v1.rar
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